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ABSTRACT: 
Interactions between defects in graphene and the lattice distortion and electronic charge 
localization induced by the defect interactions are studied by tight-binding (TB) 
calculations using the recently developed three-center TB potential model. The 
interaction between two 5-7 Stone-Wales defects gliding along the zig-zag direction of 
the graphene, which has been observed by experiment, is studied at first to validate the 
TB calculations. Reconstructed divacancy defect pairs and di-adatom defect pairs 
separated along the glide zigzag (ZZ) and armchair (AC) directions in graphene 
respectively are then studied. We show that the characteristic (i.e., attractive or 
repulsive) and the strength of interactions between these defects are dependent on the 
type of defects and on the direction and distance of the defect separation on graphene. 
While elastic interaction due to the graphene lattice distortion induced by the defect has 
significant contribution to the total interaction energy, redistribution of electron charges 
caused by the defects also plays an important role in the defect-defect interaction.  
 
KEYWORDS: Tight-binding calculation; Defects in graphene; First-principles 
calculations; Formation energy 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ideal graphene is often represented as a flat membrane with virtually no defects. In 
reality, its surface is easily affected by deformation due to the material's elasticity 
influence in the third dimension, which gives rise to strained structures such as ripples 
and bubbles.1-8 In addition to physical deformation, the carbon atoms of graphene can 
also be removed, added or rearranged during growth 9-11 and defects are introduced into 
the material. Recent experimental studies show that various defects can be introduced 
into graphene using focused electron beam irradiations.12–16 These defects inevitably 
affect the physical properties of graphene. 17, 18  
Many theoretical studies indicate that the presence of defects or strained structures 
in graphene can alter its electronic as well as chemical properties. 19-21 The structure of 
graphene provides unusual mechanical 22, 23 and electronic properties, 24 which can be 
influenced by point defects and dislocations. 25, 26 Point defects and dislocations can 
lead to spin polarization and magnetism in graphene that would be important for 
extending graphene’s electronic applications into spin-based technology. 27, 28 
Understanding how defects interact with each other and how defects deform graphene 
helps build an accurate description of both elasticity and plasticity in graphene. 29–31 
Studying the interaction between defects and how to the strain fields respond are also 
very important for developing complete structural models of graphene. Although the 
movement and interaction of defects and their effect on the mechanical and electronic 
properties of materials have been massively studied, 32, 33 the defect structures on 
graphene studied so far mainly have been based on the 57 pairs. The research showed 
the long range strain fields favor gliding of 57 dislocation cores in opposite directions, 
while the local curvature energy of two oppositely directed 57 pairs is minimized when 
they are adjacent and form a SW point defect. 14, 32, 33 The glide of 57 pairs can also be 
facilitated by the formation of chains of dislocation dipoles, which effectively screen 
stress fields of the separated 57 pairs. 14, 32 The details of the movement of defect pairs 
are still not fully understood due to the prior technical limitations of experiments. 
Studies that provide a detailed understanding of the process of defect interaction and 
movement will help make it possible to control dislocations in the future. 
In this paper, we provide insight into the mechanisms by which defects lead to 
dislocation pairs in graphene which directly affect the structural and electronic 
properties of graphene. We first study the interaction between a 57 pair in graphene 
which has been observed in experiment 14 and compare our TB calculations with first-
principles calculations to validate our calculation model. Then by including to two 
reconstructed divacancy defects and two-adatom defects along the glide zigzag (ZZ) 
direction and armchair (AC) on graphene respectively, we study the nature of the 
interaction between the two defects, i.e., repulsive or attractive, as well as the lattice 
deformation and electron redistribution induced by the defect interactions. The results 
from our calculations can help further clarify the formation process of dislocations on 
graphene.  
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we describe the structure 
models and calculation methods used in the paper. In the Results and Discussions 
section (section 3) we first present the results for the interaction between a 57 pair on 
graphene to validate our calculation methods in comparison with first-principles 
calculations and available experiment. Then the calculation results on the interaction 
between a reconstructed divacancy pair and that between a two-adatom pair will be 
presented and the origin of the attractive or repulsive interaction will be discussed. 
Finally, conclusions are given in section 4. 
  
2. CALCULATION METHODS  
Most of the calculations in this paper use the three-center tight-binding model 
developed recently by us. 34 Some first-principles calculations with smaller unit cell are 
also performed to help understand the TB results. The interatomic interactions in TB 
method are based on quantum mechanical descriptions thus have better accuracy than 
those from empirical classical potential. At the same time, it can provide faster 
computing speed than DFT method because it used minimal basis and the hopping and 
overlap integrals are parametrized. Our three-center tight-binding potential model for 
carbon has been demonstrated to exhibit excellent accuracy and transferability. 34 It 
describes well the band structures, binding energies and other properties of various 
carbon crystalline structures and surfaces as well as the structures and energies of 
various isolated point defects on graphene. 35, 36 The readers are referred to Refs 34-36 
for more detail descriptions of our three-center TB model for carbon. 
The first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed 
using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). 37, 38 Projector-augmented wave 
(PAW) 39 and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional 40 were 
used in the calculations. We employed plane-wave basis set with 400 eV energy cutoff. 
For studying the interaction between a 57 pair on graphene, we take the structure 
model from the experimental observation. 14 The 57 pair is separated along the zig-zag 
direction by 1-6 steps with 0-5 hexagon rings between the two defects. The defect 
structures in a supercell of 224 carbon atoms are calculated by both TB and DFT for 
comparison in order to validate the accuracy of the TB model for describing the 
interaction between the defects. Large supercell contain 896 atoms is also calculated to 
evaluate the effects of elastic relaxation of the interaction energy of the defects. 
For studying the interactions between a pair of reconstructed divacancy defects or 
two-adatom defects, three structural models are used. The first model is a 32×32 
graphene lattice containing two divacancy (V2) defects of 555-777 reconstructed 
configurations. The number of atoms in this supercell is 2044. The second and third 
models consist of a pair of two-adatom (A2) defects in the 7-55-7 reconstructed 
configuration in a 32×32 graphene supercell. The two A2 defects can be on the same 
side (model 2) or different sides of graphene (model 3). The number of atoms in these 
two models is 2052. The atomic structures near the defects in the supercell are shown 
in Fig. 1. The V2(555-777) is the energetically most favorable structure for a V2 vacancy 
which has three five-membered and three seven-membered rings as shown in Fig. 1. 
The most stable structure for embedding two atoms (A2) is also shown in Fig. 1 which 
is composed of a pair of joined pentagonal carbon rings placed between a pair of 
heptagonal rings, i.e., a A2(7-55-7) structure. Thus we only consider the V2(555-777) 
and A2(7-55-7) configurations here as dislocation pairs separated along the Zig-Zag and 
Armchair glide directions on pristine graphene, respectively. These structure models 
are based on the most stable reconstructed structures of divacancy and A2 embedded 
atoms in graphene obtained from our TB calculations. 35,41  
Periodic boundary conditions are used with a vacuum region of 50Å in the 
direction perpendicular to the graphene. The defect structures at given separation 
distances are relaxed to local minimums until the forces on every atom are less than 
0.01 eV/Å. The formation energies, Ef, of the defect complexes were calculated using 
the equation, 
                       Ef = ET − Nμ,                      (1) 
where ET is the total energy of the defected graphene and μ is the chemical potential of 
a carbon atom in perfect graphene. N is the number of carbon atoms in the supercell. 
 
3. Results and Discussions 
3.1 Interaction Between a 57 Pair: Validation of TB Calculations.  Fig. 2 shows 
the formation energy of a 57 pair defect on graphene as the function of the separation 
between the pair from the TB and DFT calculations. The separation is denoted by 
gliding step 1-6 (i.e., 0-5 carbon hexagons) between them. It can be seen that the 
formation energy is the lowest when the two 57s are adjacent (step-1). The formation 
increases as the separation distance between the defect pair increases, indicating that  
 
                
Figure 1. Structure models used in the present study. (a) Two reconstructed 555-777 divacancy 
defects along the zigzag direction in graphene (V2-ZZ); (b) Two reconstructed 555-777 
divacancy defects along the armchair direction in graphene (V2-AC); (c) Two reconstructed 7-
55-7 two-adatom defects along the zigzag direction on the same side of graphene (A2-S-ZZ); 
(d) Two reconstructed 7-55-7 two-adatom defects along the armchair direction on the same side 
of graphene (A2-S-AC); (e) Two reconstructed 7-55-7 two-adatom defects along the zigzag 
direction on the reverse sides of graphene (A2-R-ZZ); (f) Two reconstructed 7-55-7 two-adatom 
defects along the armchair direction on the reverse sides of graphene (A2-R-AC). 
 
the 57 defects are strongly attractive. The behavior observed from the theoretical 
calculations are consistent with the observations from the experiment of Ref. 14. 
Moreover, it can be seen from the figure that the results of the formation energy for the 
supercell of 224 atoms from the TB calculations are very close to those from first 
principles calculations at the same size. This comparison indicate that TB calculations 
have the adequate accuracy in describing the defects interactions in graphene. With the 
computational efficiency and accuracy, TB calculations can handle larger supercell 
calculation to properly deal with possible longer range elastic relaxation effects so that 
inclusion of ad hoc corrections 14 are not necessary. As one can see from Fig. 2, 
calculations using larger supercell (896 atoms) lower the formation energies in 
comparison with those from 224-atom supercell, because the strain induced by the 
defects can be more fully relaxed in larger supercell. The effects of elastic relaxation 
become more significant when the separation between the 57 defects become larger 
(i.e., with separation more than 3 steps) as one can see from Fig. 2. The energy 
correction due to strain interaction at step 6 is about 4 eV which is consistent with that 
reported in Ref. 14. 
 
 
Figure 2. Formation energy of the 57 pair on graphene as the function of the separation distance 
(in terms of gliding step) from TB and first-principles DFT calculations. 
 
 The comparison of carbon-carbon bond length deviation with respect to that of 
perfect graphene (1.42 Å) induced by the presence of the 57 pair from the DFT and TB 
calculations is shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the bond length distortion induced by 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of carbon-carbon bond length deviation from that of perfect graphene 
(1.42 Å) induced by the presence of the 57 pair from the DFT and TB calculations. The 
deviation amplitudes are indicated by the color bar in the unit of Å. 
 
the 57 pair is propagated along the arm-chair (AC) directions although the 57 pair is 
separated along the zig-zag direction. It is also interesting to note that the bond length 
is stretched (red) in one AC direction while compressed (blue) in another AC direction 
120 degree apart. We also note that in the small supercell (224 atoms) calculation, 
noticeable bond length distortions already reach the supercell boundary for 57 pair 
separation of more than 2-step, indicating that effects of strain relaxation can’t be well 
taken into account in the small cell calculation. Our calculation also indicate that a 
supercell of 896 atoms is sufficient for studying the interaction between the 57 pair up 
to the separation of 6-steps, as one can see from the right column in Fig. 3 where the 
strain distribution in the supercell of 896 atoms from the TB calculations are presented. 
Finally, we would like to point it out that the lattice distortion caused by the defects  
obtained from our TB calculation are very similar to that from the DFT calculation at 
the same supercell size of 224 atoms. The distortions from the DFT calculations are 
slightly large. This similarity can also be seen from Fig. 4 where the bond lengths of 
the 57 pair from TB and DFT calculations using the 224-atom supercell are compared. 
The excellent agreement between the TB and DFT calculation in both energies and 
lattice distortion patterns indicate that the TB calculations are accurate and reliable. 
 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of bond lengths of the 57 pair by (a) TB and (b) DFT calculations. The 
bond lengths are in the unit of Å. 
  
3.2 Interaction between the V2 and A2 defects: Attraction or repulsion. In order 
to gain the insights into the nature of the interactions between the V2 and A2 defect pairs, 
we calculated the formation energy, lattice distortions and electron charge redistribution 
of the three models as the function of the separation distances between the two defects 
along the zig-zag and armchair directions.  
3.2.1. Interaction energies. The formation energies as the function of the 
separation distance d between the two defects along the zig-zag or armchair directions 
in the three models are shown in Fig. 5. The black dots and red dots represent the 
formation energy along the ZZ direction and the AC direction, respectively. At large 
separation distance where the interaction between the two defects is negligible, the 
formation energy should be equal to the twice of the formation energy of the isolated 
defect which is 6.88 eV for a V2(555-777 ) defect and 6.31 eV for a A2(7-55-7) defect  
 
 
Figure 5.  Formation energies of the defect complexes as the function of the defect separation 
distance d along the ZZ and AC directions respectively.  
 
respectively from our previous calculations. 36 Although there is some noises in the 
calculation results, from Fig. 5 (a) we can see that two V2-(555-777) defects prefer to 
stay along the ZZ direction and the interaction between the defects is attractive. While 
the two defects along the AC direction are repulsive. The same trends are the same for 
the case of A2-S complex as one can see from Fig. 5 (b). The attraction energies along 
the ZZ in the A2-S complex is also about 0.4 eV at ~7.4 Å, but repulsion is stronger 
along the AC direction. It is interesting to note that the trend of defect-defect interaction 
in the A2-R model (i.e., two A2 defects on different sides of graphene) is opposite to 
that of the above two models. The two A2-R defects along AC direction exhibit about 
1.0 eV attraction while have about 1.0 eV repulsion along the ZZ direction respectively 
at the separation distance of ~ 8Å as shown in Fig. 5 (c). 
3.2.2 Lattice distortion induced by the defects in graphene. To further 
understanding the nature of the interactions of the two defects in graphene, we have 
studied the lattice distortions caused by the defect pairs. The distortion patterns  
 
 
Figure 6. The interatomic bonds coloured with stretched (red) or compressed (blue) and the 
displacements of the carbon atoms with red arrows of the two 555-777 pair (V2) along the glide 
ZZ and AC direction, respectively, according to the bond length distortion with respect to that 
of perfect graphene (1.42 Å) induced by the defects pairs at different separation distances. 
 
for the 3 types of defect pairs are shown in Figs. 6-8 respectively. On the top panel of 
each figure, we show the bond length variations with respect to the equilibrium bond 
length of perfect graphene (1.42 Å) induced by the defect pairs at different separation 
distances. We see that the bond length can be stretched (red) or compressed (blue) but 
the distortions are very much localized around the defects. To see more details of lattice 
distortions induced by the defects, we also plot the displacements of the carbon atoms 
induced by the defect pairs along the glide ZZ and AC direction, respectively, as shown 
in the middle panel (top view) and lower panel (side view) of Figs. 6-8 respectively.  
We found the closer the distance between two dislocation pairs the deformation is larger. 
More details about the lattice distortions induced by the defects can also be found in 
Fig. 9 and Table 1 where the sum of square of deviation in bond length and relative 
bond angles are presented. 
 
 
Figure 7. The interatomic bonds coloured with stretched (red) or compressed (blue) and the 
displacements of the carbon atoms with red arrows of the two 7-55-7 pair (A2) defects sites are 
same side along the glide ZZ and AC direction, respectively, according to the bond length 
distortion with respect to that of perfect graphene (1.42 Å) induced by the defects pairs at 
different separation distances. 
 
 
Figure 8. The interatomic bonds colored with stretched (red) or compressed (blue) and the 
displacements of the carbon atoms with red arrows of the two 7-55-7 pair (A2) defects sites are 
reverse side along the glide ZZ and AC direction, respectively, according to the bond length 
distortion with respect to that of perfect graphene (1.42 Å) induced by the defects pairs at 
different separation distances. 
 
From Fig. 9 and Table 1, we can see that in V2(555-777) pair structure, the overall 
bond length distortion Σ(Δr)2 and bond angle distortion Σ(Δθ/θo)2 along armchair 
direction is larger than the corresponding defects separated along the zig-zag direction. 
Opposite is true for A2(7-55-7) pairs either on the same side or different sides of 




Figure 9.  Bond length distortion and bond-angle distortions of the defected graphene with 
respect to those of perfect graphene as the function of the separation distance between the two 
defects along the glide ZZ and AC direction, respectively. 
  
3.2.3. Defects interaction caused by the lattice distortion.  In order to gain 
more detail insights into the defect interaction energy caused by the lattice distortion 
discussed above, we estimate the elastic energy caused by the  defect pairs at 
different separation directions and distances based on the results of the lattice distortion 
discussed above,  
2 2
1 1 0
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θ= =
∆
= ∆ +∑ ∑             (2) 
where Δrm is the deviation of bond length from its equilibrium value in perfect graphene 
and Nb is the total number of nearest neighbor bonds; Δθn is deviation of bond angle 
from the perfect bond-angle θ0 (=120°) in graphene and Na is the total number of angles 
formed by nearest neighbor bonds. The coefficient α is the effective two-body force 
constant in graphene and βis related to the three-body force constant and measures 
the energy cost due to the bond angle distortions. The values of these two coefficients 
are 9.227 eV/Ǻ2 and 11.594 eV respectively taken from the fitting to the formation 
energies of various single defects on graphene in our previous study. 36 The results of 
elastic energy Ed estimated from Eq. (2) for the three defect pairs are shown in the top 
panel of Fig. 10. These energy values are also listed in Table 1. The horizontal dashed 
lines in the Fig. 10 indicate the elastic energies of two isolated defects of each kind. 
Deviations from the dashed lines can be regarded as the elastic contribution to the 
interaction energies between the defect pairs on graphene.  
 
 
Figure 10. Elastic energy of the defect pais on graphene calculated using Eq. (2). The horizontal 
dashed lines indicate the elastic energies of two isolated defects of each kind, respectively.   
 
From Fig. 10 (a), we can see that for a V2(555-777) on graphene, there is an 
attractive elastic interaction between the defects when they separated along the zig-zag 
direction, while repulsive along the arm-chair direction. The contribution from the 
elastic interactions accounts about two third of the total interaction energies, indicating 
the elastic interaction is dominate for the V2(555-777) pair on graphene. By contrast, 
there is an attractive elastic interactions for both A2-S(7-55-7) pair and A2-R(7-55-7) 
pair along the AC direction on graphene as one can see from Fig. 10 (b) and (c). While 
the elastic attraction for A2-R(7-55-7) pair along the AC direction can account for about 
75% of total attractive interaction of the pair, it is intriguing to see the attractive elastic 
interaction for A2-S(7-55-7) pair along the AC direction is opposite to the total 
interaction which is strongly repulsive as shown in Fig. 5 (b). We will try to address 
this point in the next subsection. Finally, we note that for the A2 pairs along the ZZ 
direction, there is almost no elastic interaction for A2-S(7-55-7) pair while there is a 
strong elastic repulsion for A2-R(7-55-7) pair which accounts for about 60% of the total 
repulsion.    
3.4 Electron charge redistribution induced by the defects. From the analysis and 
discuss above, we see that elastic interactions contribute only a portion of total 
interactions of the defect pairs. The rest part of contributions can be regarded 
originating from electronic (including both electrostatic and dipole-dipole) interactions. 
Detail analysis of electronic interactions is not straightforward from our TB calculations. 
We therefore choose to study the electron charge redistribution caused by defect pairs. 
The electron charge on each atom is evaluated by Mulliken charge analysis based on 
the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix and the elements of the overlap matrix from 
our tight-binding calculations. 36 The results of charge difference between defected and 
perfect graphene are shown in Fig. 11. The deferential charge densities plotted in Fig. 
11 are obtained by a Gaussian smearing factor of 0.001e on the Mulliken charge on 
each atom in defective and perfect graphene. Therefore, blue color indicates the loss of 
electrons and the red color indicates the gain of electrons on the carbon atoms induced 
by the defects. The charge varies from −0.1 to 0.2 e. It is also interesting to note that 
pentagon defects tend to gain more electrons while heptagons lose electrons on the 
defect pairs. We found the charge variation induced by the defects is well localized near 
the defect pairs, and decay rapidly away from the defects.  
 
 
Figure 11. The difference of Mulliken charge on each atom in the defected graphene relative to 
that of perfect graphene along the glide ZZ and AC direction. The results are from TB 
calculation and analysis. 
 
From Fig. 11 (a) we can see that the electron redistribution due to the defects are 
moderate for the V2(555-777) pair on graphene. These results suggest that the electric 
interaction energy would be moderate, consistent with the results that the defect 
interaction energies are dominated by the elastic interactions discussed above. By 
contrast, the change in the electron distribution caused by both A2-S(7-55-7) and A2-
R(7-55-7) pairs are significant and well localized in the defect cores as one can see from 
Fig. 11 (b) and (c). The strong electron localization at the A2 defect will cost a core 
energy of 1.682 × 2.0 = 3.364 eV for each isolated A2 defect (or 6.728 eV for two A2 
defects) from our model in Ref. 36. It should be noted that this core energy, although 
quite large, does not affect the defect interaction energy. However, when two A2 defects 
on the same side of graphene get close enough along the AC direction (i.e., A2-S(7-55-
7) pair), the localized electrons on the two defects can be strongly overlapped and 
repulsive. This can explain why the total interaction between A2-S(7-55-7) pair is 
strongly repulsive although elastic interaction is attractive (see the subsection above). 
On the other hand, the excess electrons on the A2-S(7-55-7) pair along the ZZ direction 
can form bonds and provide attractive interaction between the two defect although there 
is no elastic interaction between them. In the case where two A2 defects are on different 
sides of graphene (i.e., A2-R(7-55-7) pair), the characteristics of the interaction between 
the two A2 defects are different from that of A2-S(7-55-7) pair due to the geometry 
difference,  although the electron localization on each defect is similar to the case of 
A2-S(7-55-7). 
To confirm the above picture inferred from the TB calculations, we also performed 
first-principles calculations to study the energy and electronic structures of the A2-S(7-
55-7) pair and A2-R(7-55-7) pair separated along the AC direction by 6.27 Å and 7.80 
Å, respectively. The numbers of atoms in the supercells were 292 and 452 for the A2-
S(7-55-7) and A2-R(7-55-7) defect pairs, respectively. The atomic positions were 
relaxed until the force on each atom became less than 0.02 eV/Å. The calculations were 
done using a slab geometry with sufficiently thick vacuum region (≧ 10 Å) to prevent 
the unwanted interaction between periodic images. 3x3x1 k-point meshes are used. The 
DFT calculations show that the formation energy of the A2-S(7-55-7) defect pair is 
about 2.7 eV higher than that of the A2-R(7-55-7) defect pair, suggesting that there is 
more repulsion between the A2 pair on the same side of the graphene compare to that 
of on different sides of graphene. This result is consistent with the prediction from the 
TB calculations discussed above. We also calculate the charge density difference (i.e., 
the difference between the self-consistent charge and the superposition of the atomic 
charge) to see the charge redistribution caused by the defect pairs. The results as plotted 
in Fig. 12 show that more charges are accumulated around the defects which is also 
consistent with the prediction from our TB calculations. 
 
 
Figure 12. Differential charge density of (a) A2-S(7-55-7) and (b) A2-R(7-55-7) from first-
principles DFT calculations. From the top to bottom panel is the 3D side-view, 3D top-view, 
and 2D-slice view respectively. The 3D views are plotted with charge contour value of 0.018 
e/bohr3, and the color scale in the 2D-slice view is approximately -0.03 ~ +0.08 e/bohr3.  
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we have studied the interaction energy, lattice distortions and electron 
charge redistribution for reconstructed divacancy V2(555-777) pair and di-adatom 
defect A2(7-55-7) pair separated along the glide zig-zag and armchair directions on 
graphene, respectively. We showed the V2 pair is attractive along the ZZ direction while 
repulsive along the AC direction. About 2/3 of the total interaction energies can be 
attributed to the elastic interaction due to the graphene lattice distortion induced by the 
V2 pair. For the A2 pair, the characteristic of the interaction depends on whether the A2 
pair is on the same side of graphene or on the different sides of graphene. When the A2 
pair is on the same side of graphene (i.e., A2-S(7-55-7), the overall interaction along the 
AC direction is repulsive although the contribution from the elastic interaction is 
attractive. This strong repulsive interaction can be ascribed to electron repulsion from 
the localized electrons on the A2 defect when the two A2 defects get close enough along 
AC direction. When the two A2 defects are located on different sides of graphene (i.e., 
A2-R(7-55-7) pair), the electronic interaction between the two A2 defects is opposite to 
that of A2-S(7-55-7) pair. At the same time the electronic interaction strength is weaker, 
although the electron localization on each defect is similar to the case of A2-S(7-55-7). 
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Table 1. The bond-length and bond-angle distortions (Σ(Δr)2 and Σ(Δθ/θo)2), as well as the elastic  
energy Ed as the function of the separation distance between the two defects for the three types of 
defect pairs. Ed are calculated using Eq. (2). The defect formation energies Ef using Eq (1) from the 
TB calculations are also shown for comparision. 
  
Distance(Å) Σ(Δr)2(Å2) Σ(Δθ/θo)2 Ed (eV) Ef (eV) 
V2-ZZ-1 9.76 0.160 0.967 12.68 13.56 
V2-ZZ-2 12.24 0.163 0.977 12.83 13.75 
V2-ZZ-3 14.71 0.164 0.980 12.88 13.93 
V2-ZZ-4 17.18 0.165 0.982 12.91 13.92 
V2-ZZ-5 19.65 0.166 0.982 12.92 13.96 
V2-ZZ-6 22.11 0.169 0.983 12.95 14.18 
V2-ZZ-7 24.58 0.167 0.983 12.94 14.00 
V2-AC-1 8.47 0.180 1.011 13.38 14.49 
V2-AC-2 10.67 0.172 0.990 13.07 14.08 
V2-AC-3 12.74 0.169 0.988 13.02 14.13 
V2-AC-4 14.93 0.168 0.986 12.98 14.01 
V2-AC-5 17.01 0.168 0.985 12.97 14.05 
V2-AC-6 19.50 0.171 0.980 12.93 14.20 




Distance(Å) Σ(Δr)2(Å2) Σ(Δθ/θo)2 Ed (eV) Ef (eV) 
A2-S-ZZ-1 7.38 0.057 0.465 5.91 12.33 
A2-S-ZZ-2 9.82 0.053 0.468 5.91 12.68 
A2-S-ZZ-3 12.27 0.050 0.468 5.89 12.77 
A2-S-ZZ-4 14.72 0.049 0.467 5.87 12.77 
A2-S-ZZ-5 17.18 0.049 0.468 5.88 12.77 
A2-S-ZZ-6 19.65 0.049 0.471 5.91 12.84 
A2-S-ZZ-7 22.10 0.049 0.469 5.89 12.77 
A2-S-ZZ-8 24.54 0.048 0.469 5.87 12.82 
A2-S-AC-1 4.17 0.031 0.393 4.84 15.51 
A2-S-AC-2 6.27 0.033 0.423 5.21 14.03 
A2-S-AC-3 8.23 0.035 0.441 5.44 13.26 
A2-S-AC-4 10.52 0.040 0.449 5.58 12.85 
A2-S-AC-5 12.68 0.043 0.452 5.65 12.66 
A2-S-AC-6 14.90 0.045 0.457 5.72 12.59 




Distance(Å) Σ(Δr)2(Å2) Σ(Δθ/θo)2 Ed (eV) Ef (eV) 
A2-R-ZZ-1 7.8 0.059 0.523 6.61 13.80 
A2-R-ZZ-2 10.27 0.055 0.491 6.20 13.27 
A2-R-ZZ-3 12.72 0.053 0.480 6.05 13.02 
A2-R-ZZ-4 15.7 0.0518 0.477 6.01 12.92 
A2-R-ZZ-5 17.59 0.050 0.473 5.94 12.84 
A2-R-ZZ-6 20.01 0.049 0.469 5.88 12.80 
A2-R-ZZ-7 22.44 0.048 0.467 5.86 12.76 
A2-R-ZZ-8 24.88 0.049 0.467 5.86 12.73 
A2-R-AC-1 5.46 0.044 0.427 5.36 12.51 
A2-R-AC-2 7.58 0.043 0.436 5.46 12.01 
A2-R-AC-3 9.58 0.047 0.456 5.71 12.20 
A2-R-AC-4 11.74 0.050 0.465 5.85 12.40 
A2-R-AC-5 13.61 0.048 0.476 5.96 12.81 
A2-R-AC-6 15.43 0.044 0.469 5.84 13.15 
A2-R-AC-7 17.43 0.044 0.466 5.80 13.04 
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